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Abstract

The following conjecture implying P!=NP is remarkable: it hints
at a deep relationship between complexity and noncomputability; if
true it is a nonrelativizing fact; and it is equivalent to speedup for
all paddable coNP-complete languages and in proof length for tau-
tologies. We present a cookbook for generating a rich framework of
structurally similar conjectures that link noncollapse of the polyno-
mial and arithmetic hierarchies, separate other complexity classes,
and link proof speedup for tautologies and arithmetic. These re-
duce many open problems to essentially a single “skeleton key” ques-
tion about whether Turing machines’ (TMs) have limited informa-
tion about noncomputable languages—which they presumably do—
creating very high stakes to answer this question.

The conjecture (*) states: For any deterministic TM M accept-
ing the coNP-complete language “nondeterministic TM N on input
x does not halt within t steps” (coBHP), there exists a 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈
coHP (N ′ does not halt on x′, ever) with M ’s running time f(t) =
TM (N ′, x′, 1t) not bounded by any polynomial.

The statement (*) acts like a Swiss army knife, which depending
on the separation to be asserted can be calibrated by the choice of
complete problem for a complexity class; a related noncomputable
language; equipping M with an oracle or with nondeterminism or
constraining its resources; and adjusting what hard means for the
hard instance.
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1 Introduction

We present evidence that noncomputability manifests itself throughout com-
plexity theory and logic, often in hidden ways.1 Consider one motivating
example: Kraj́ıček and Pudlák (K&P)[14] examined whether for any Turing
machine (TM) M accepting a (paddable) coNP-complete language, there is
an easily recognized family of hard inputs (a “hard instance” for M) that can
be used to enhance M . All (paddable) coNP-complete languages have this
property if any one does, and equivalently, there is no optimal propositional
proof system for tautologies. This statement implies P 6= NP.2

Monroe [15] found an equivalent statement with additional information
(in italics): for any M accepting the coNP-complete language “nondeter-
ministic TM N on input x does not halt within t steps” (coBHP), there
is a hard instance given by a family of inputs prefixed by a nonhalting
〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP (any halting instance is easy for sufficiently large t). While
K&P’s result implies that a hard instance exists for any coNP-complete lan-
guage, this result goes further by specifying that one of the hard instances
must be in a noncomputable language coHP (with no guidance on how to
find it). This additional detail is remarkable—the conjecture states that the
answer to a question in complexity theory emerges by diagonalizing in an
underlying non-computably enumerable (c.e.) language coHP, and lifting the
result back up to answer our question. The diagram to the right, which we
will use for later examples, illustrate the apparent background role. To be
clear, (*) does not indicate how to find 〈N ′, x′〉—an example in Section 5
suggestions this may be possible.

M deterministic coBHP // 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

superpolynomial

The statement (*) interestingly belongs to a large set of equivalent state-
ments which do not refer to such a non-c.e. language, strongly suggesting

1Assisted by Daniel Monroe (UCSD). This paper is in honor of the service of Prof.
Clark Ross to Davidson College and of other outstanding faculty including Rich King
and Ben Klein. I appreciate earlier discussions with those acknowledged in Monroe[15],
especially Bill Gasarch and Marius Zimand, participants in the 2014 Dagstuhl seminar on
“Optimal algorithms and proofs”, and Mehmet Kayaalp (none of whom have seen this
paper). Remaining errors are my own.

2K&P show that it also implies EXP 6= coEXP.
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that noncomputability lurks behind each of these as they effectively share
the same proof. We spell this out in a number of these cases, as well as for
stronger conjectures.

Section 2 proves a weakened version of (*) demonstrating how TM’s can
have limited information about noncomputable languages, examines several
coNP-complete languages’ explicit or implicit links to a non-c.e. language,
and develops a cookbook for creating similar conjectures including for more
difficult open problems. Section 3 exhibits stronger, structurally similar con-
jectures that would if true imply the resolution of other open problems in
complexity. Section 4 describes the challenges in applying the cookbook
to Boolean circuits and one-way functions. Section 5 argues the if there is
proof speedup for tautologies, it can always be achieved via introducing or
augmenting a sufficiently powerful underlying undecidable arithmetic theory
used to prove tautologies. Section 6 concludes by stating a generic “skeleton
key” conjecture, that TMs have limited information about non-c.e. lan-
guages, that if true would resolve many open problems at once by justifying
a new form of diagonalization.

2 coNP-Complete Languages

We recap notation and the result from Monroe [15]. Recall this fact from
computability theory:

Fact 2.1 Given any TM M accepting only “non-halting” 〈N, x〉 for which
TM N does not halt on input x, M fails to accept some particular non-halting
〈N ′, x′〉. In other words, the set of non-halting 〈N, x〉 (coHP) is not c.e., a
statement which remains true under any oracle.

By implication, there is a better TM that correctly accepts more non-halting
inputs than M by accepting the input 〈N ′, x′〉 and otherwise running M .

Notation: M will denote deterministic TMs throughout the paper,
and, henceforth, N and N ′ will denote nondeterministic TMs. Let BHP =
{〈N, x, 1t〉| there is at least one accepting path of nondeterministic TM N on
input x with t or fewer steps} and coBHP = {〈N, x, 1t〉|〈N, x, 1t〉 /∈ BHP}. If
M is a deterministic TM, let TM be the function that maps an input string
y to how many steps M(y) takes. Say that M accepts a language L if M
halts in an accepting state if and only if y ∈ L; M may not halt on y /∈ L.
Say that 〈N ′, x′〉 is non-halting if N ′ has no accepting path on input x′, in
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which case Fact 2.1 continues to hold for nondeterministic N . Note that BHP
is NP-complete with the accepting path of N on x as a certificate, and that
coBHP is coNP-complete.

The following condition is analogous to Fact 2.1 but with a resource
bound:

(*) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some non-halting
〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP such that the function f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) is
not bounded by any polynomial.3

Supposing P 6= NP and therefore coBHP /∈ P, condition (*) rules out the
absurd possibility that some M nevertheless can accept the subset of inputs
beginning with any particular machine-input pair within a polynomial bound
(for that subset). In that case, coBHP would be fixed parameter tractable
with 〈N ′, x′〉 as the parameter; see Chen and Flum[6]. An intuition for why
this condition might hold could be a belief that there is at least one 〈N ′, x′〉
for which M must infinitely often use brute force to rule out all possible
accepting paths of N ′ on x′ with at most t steps.

An extremely weak, easily proved version of (*) suggests why it ought
to be true. First, we show that we can adjust any M make easy halting
instances prefixed by 〈N, x〉 ∈ HP. This will allow us to focus on nonhalting
instances.

Theorem 2.2 Without loss of generality, we can replace all M accepting
coBHP with M ′ that stops on 〈N, x〉 ∈ HP with a constant time bound depend-
ing on 〈N, x〉 ∈ HP.

Proof: The intuition for this proof is that M ′ does not need to read its
full input for 〈N, x〉 ∈ HP. Let a TM MH read in 〈N, x〉, without yet reading
the 1t part. Let MH read the first 1, simulate all possible halting paths of
N on input x after one step—without concern for efficiency. If N has some
halting path on input x after one step, MH halts and does not accept, even
though it may not have read the full input with all t of the 1’s. If there is
no halting path after one step, M reads the second 1, simulates all possible
halting paths for two steps, and then does the same as before. It continues
reading each 1 and simulating until MH halts or the input is completely read.

3The function f may depend on M , N ′, and x′. The TM M accepts only inputs in
coBHP, and otherwise its behavior is not constrained.
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For all 〈N, x〉 ∈ HP, if t is greater than the shortest halting path of N on
input x, MH does not read the full input, and halts within a constant bound
(which may be exponential in the size of the input). Dovetail M with MH

running both in parallel to create M ′.

To clarify why (*) may hold, consider a far weaker, trivial version, where
an instance 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP is a “hard” instance for M if it does not have a
constant bound on its running time:

Theorem 2.3 (∗>c) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some non-
halting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP such that the function f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) is not
bounded by any constant.

M deterministic coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

not bounded by c

Proof: This is trivial as no M cannot accept all 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP, because
it is a non-c.e. language. To spell this out, for any M , let H̄ = {〈N, x〉|M
accepts 〈N, x〉 with a constant bound cN,x that may depend on N and x}.
The set H̄ ⊂ coHP is c.e., so there exists 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP \ H̄ for which the
runtime of M is not bounded by a constant.

This proof showed that M can have only limited information on coHP—it
cannot identify all 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP within a constant bound. The diagram to
the left includes downward arrow because we are able to identify the c.e. set,
unlike with (*). In the extreme, if any M is completely ignorant about some
〈N, x〉, heuristically M would have no option but to apply brute force, we
can strengthen (*) from superpolynomial to properly exponential. We will
call this complete ignorance.

(∗exp) For any M accepting coBHP, there exists some non-halting
〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP about which M has absolutely no information, so
that it applies brute force with f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t) = 2Θ(t).

M deterministic coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

exponential
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By analogy with Theorem 2.3, we conjecture that any M accepting coBHP

“recognizes” a c.e. subset of coHP:

Conjecture 2.4 Given any M accepting coBHP, the following subsets of
〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP are c.e.: the subset accepted for fixed c within polynomial
bound tc, the set accepted within polynomial bound tc for all c, and the subset
accepted with any subexponential bound.

We can only prove this conjecture in the case of a constant bound.
As perspective, (*) and similar conjectures allow us to reason about the

set of all TMs accepting a language, which has been a key challenge for
complexity theory. While (*) is stronger than the thing we want to prove,
P 6= NP, the conjecture creates a creates a partial order over all TMs,
organizing them so as to provide clarity regarding the behavior of the set of
all TMs.

If true, (*) is a non-relativizing fact not only because it implies P 6= NP,
but transparently because if M is equipped with an oracle for exponential
time, there are no hard instances. The conjecture asserts that it is not con-
strained by the relatization constraint identified by Baker, Gill, and Solovay
[3].

2.1 A Cookbook for Conjectures

We suspect that noncomputability must play a essential role in any proof of
(*) and any equivalent or similar statements:

Conjecture 2.5 Any proof of (*) relies upon the fact that coHP or some
other languages is not c.e.

This conjecture must hold or fail to hold for any statement equivalent to
(*), since a proof for any is a proof for all. We can look at every equivalent
statement to see whether a non-c.e. set is involved more directly.

We will repeatedly use the following cookbook for various computational
tasks to develop conjectures related to open problems (with the example
from Monroe[15] in parentheses): a conjecture (such as (*)) stronger than
the thing we want to prove (P 6= NP), a resource-bounded language that
represents or is related to our task (coBHP), a related non-c.e. set (coHP),
a diagonalization in the non-c.e. (〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP), a hard instance derived
from that diagonalization (〈N ′, x′, 1t〉), and an improved TM recognizing that
instance.
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Complexity question

��

// Bounded result witnessing the answer

Non-c.e. language // Unbounded result of diagonalization

OO

2.2 Some Examples

Given that (*) holds if and only if every (paddable) coNP-complete language
has easily recognized hard instances, we will apply this cookbook to two
coNP-complete languages,

2.2.1 Theorems Without Short Proofs

Let coBTHEOREMS = {〈φ, 1t〉|math statement φ has no proof of length at most
t in the Peano arithmetic (PA)} and coTHEOREMS = {〈φ〉| math statement φ
has no proof of any length in PA}. The cookbook yields:

Conjecture 2.6 (*) holds if and only if for any M accepting coBTHEOREMS,
there is an undecidable statement in PA such that f(t) = TM(φ, 1t) is not
bounded by any polynomial. In that case, an improved M can immediately
accept inputs 〈φ, 1t〉, without regard to t and run M otherwise.

This conjecture mirrors (*): we have replaced coHP with another co-c.e.
language coTHEOREMS and replaced nonhalting 〈N, x〉 ∈ coHP with an unde-
cidable statement φ. Conjecture 2.6 is similar (likely equivalent) to a result
of Chen and Flum that that coBHP has the same complexity as coBTHEOREMS
under fixed parameter reductions, with 〈N, x〉 and φ as parameters respec-
tively.

M deterministic coBTHEOREMS

��

// 〈φ, 1t〉 Hardness:

coTHEOREMS // 〈φ〉

OO

superpolynomial

2.2.2 Graphs Without Hamilton Circuits

Consider a trickier example: let coHAMILTON CIRCUIT = {〈G〉| graph G has
no Hamiltonian circuit}. To apply our cookbook, fix a reduction from coBHP

to coHAMILTON CIRCUIT which associates a family of graphs with 〈N, x, 1t〉.
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Label each family, so Gt
N,x is the family indexed by t that is associated with

〈N, x, 1t〉.

Conjecture 2.7 (*) holds if and only if for any M accepting coHAMILTON

CIRCUIT, there exists some non-halting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP and family of graphs
Gt

N ′,x′ with no Hamilton circuit such that the function f(t) = TM(Gt
N ′,x′) is

not bounded by any polynomial. In that case, an improved M can immediately
accept inputs 〈Gt

N ′,x′〉, and run M otherwise.

M deterministic coHAMILTON CIRCUIT

��

// 〈Gt
N ′,x′〉 Hardness:

coBHP

��

// 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉

OO

superpolynomial

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

If this conjecture is correct, and invoking a non-c.e. language is the only
way to prove so, then any effort to understand the complexity of coHAMILTON
CIRCUIT is doomed to fail without such a labeling. In discussing propositional
proof systems for tautologies below, we will similarly have to generate such
a labeling to apply the cookbook.

3 Conjectures that Resolve Open Problems

If (*) explains in a fundamental way why P 6= NP, one would expect it to
also be useful in understanding other open problems. We therefore identify
variations on (*) that would resolve other open problems with some success,
raising the hope that this type of a reasoning could be a skeleton key that
opens many locks.

3.1 Polynomial Hierarchy (PH)

The following statement implies that PH does not collapse at the ith level
by adding an oracle for Πp

i and asserting the existence of a hard instance one
level higher:
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Conjecture 3.1 For any MΠp
i that accepts Πp

i+1 = {〈NΠp
i , x, 1t〉| nonde-

terministic TM NΠp
i does not halt on input x in t steps}, there is some

non-halting 〈N ′Πp
i , x′〉 ∈ Πi such that the running time of MΠp

i on the input
〈N ′Πp

i , x′, 1t〉 is not bounded by any polynomial.

M deterministic Πp
i

// 〈N ′Πp
i , x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

Πi
// 〈N ′Πp

i , x′〉

OO

superpolynomial

Because the above conjecture invokes the arithmetic hierarchy (AH) at
the ith level Πi for every i, it essentially says that the the noncollapse of PH
stems from the noncollapse of AH.

The fact that the statement “coHP is not c.e.” holds under any oracle—
including coHP itself, as in the Turing jump operator[11]—is useful.

3.2 Extending the Cookbook for Separations

We can add the approach used to above to our cookbook as a generic tool
for separating complexity classes. Let BC,BD be two complexity classes,
BC ⊂ BD. A generic conjecture that would separate these two classes would
be:

Conjecture 3.2 For any MBC that accepts a BD-complete problem with
associated hard instance φ for a non-c.e. language D related to BD, which
produces hard case 〈φ〉 such that 〈φ, 1t〉 meets some hardness condition.

M deterministic BD− complete problem //

��

〈φ, 1t〉 Hardness:

with oracle BC D // 〈φ〉

OO

As needed

3.3 NP 6= coNP

K&P proved that conjecture below implies NEXP 6= coNEXP which im-
plies NP 6= coNP:
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Conjecture 3.3 For any nondeterministic M accepting coBHP, there exists
some non-halting 〈N ′, x′〉 ∈ coHP such that the function f(t) = TM(N ′, x′, 1t)
is not bounded by any polynomial.4

M nondeterministic coBHP // 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

superpolynomial

This is the same as (*) but with nondeterministic rather than a determin-
istic M accepting coBHP. This suggests adding to our cookbook: to separate
a nondeterministic class from its complement, replace deterministic M with
a nondeterministic TM, rather than giving M an oracle:

3.4 NL 6= P

We state the conjecture below implying NL 6= P:

Conjecture 3.4 For any M deciding language L ∈ NL accepting the P-
complete language {〈Mp, x, 1

t〉| deterministic Mp accepts x within t steps},
there exists some non-halting 〈M ′

p, x
′〉 ∈ coDHP such that the space required

by M f(t) = T S
M(M ′

p, x
′, 1t) is superlogarithmic in t.

M (deciding) coBHP // 〈N ′, x′, 1t〉 Hardness:

coHP // 〈N ′, x′〉

OO

superlogarithmic

This conjecture requires M to decide rather than accept, given P = coP
suggests that P should have two-sided speedup. Based on this example, we
add to the cookbook that when considering a complexity class that equals
its complement, M should be required to decide rather than just accept, so
the underlying noncomputable language should have two-sided speedup in
the sense of being neither c.e. nor co-c.e.

Note also that we have constrained M to lie within NL and stated the
hardness condition for M as requiring superlogarithmic space.

4The function f may depend on M , N ′, and x′. The TM M accepts only inputs in
coBHP, and otherwise its behavior is not constrained.
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This case suggests two more additions to the cookbook: rather than en-
hancing M with an oracle or nondeterminism, we can also constrain it, as
well as adjust the hardness condition to match the constraint.

3.5 Remarks on the Cookbook

We have presented many variations to the cookbook: which depending on the
separation to be asserted can be calibrated by the choice of complete problem
for a complexity class; a related noncomputable language; equipping M with
an oracle or with nondeterminism or constraining its resources, and adjusting
what “hard” means for the hard instance. These choices require judgment
and are not arbitrary, and the wrong choices could lead to false statements.
There is a case to make the hardness condition just strong enough e.g. to
imply P 6= NP, as strong as possible to imply that NP-languages require
exponential time, or as weak as possible to facilitate proof as in (∗>c).

4 Challenging Applications

This section discusses two cases where applying the cookbook is problematic:
Boolean circuits and one-way functions. The application is not as crisp in
these cases, but it does suggest interesting avenues to explore

4.1 Boolean Circuit Complexity

Consider Boolean circuits for coBHP or equivalently BHP. The cookbook, be-
cause it hinges on diagonalization, requires a uniform computational model.
We can convert any M accepting coBHP into a family of circuits using a text-
book approach, and label each family by M . We can only hope that there
is no more efficient circuit family coBHP not created by such a conversion.
In particular, we can convert some M ′ which is an enhancement to M to a
circuit family, and consider whether there is speedup among uniform fam-
ilies of circuits (with nonuniform minimal circuits). Since M ′ outperforms
M only on one hard instance, switching to a circuit model where one cir-
cuit must handle all cases with n inputs may neutralize this enhancement.
Furthermore, the textbook conversion employs oblivous TMs with tape head
movements that depend only on the size of the input—which may also neu-
tralize the speedup, forcing the circuit family for M ′ to employ unnecessary
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tape head movements on the hard instance for M .
These issues may also work in our favor though–if under (∗exp) any M

is completely ignorant of some hard instance and requires holds around 2t

steps—forcing any conversion to yield a circuit family with 2t gates. So a
hopeful conjecture is:

Conjecture 4.1 Boolean circuits for coBHP require exponential gates, be-
cause even nonuniform circuits cannot escape complete ignorance for any
M .

Razborov’s[18] proof that CLIQUE requires superpolynomial monotone
circuits, enhanced to exponential by Alon and Boppana[2], fell short of prov-
ing P 6= NP, as Tardos[20] exhibited a problem with an exponential gap
between monotone and nonmonotone circuit complexity.

Consider what assumptions would be required to patch up that proof by
examining the five cases where a monotone-nonmonotone gap was demon-
strated: BOOLEAN SORTING, BOOLEAN CONVOLUTION, TRANSI-
TIVE CLOSURE, MATCHING, and Tardos’ example. Discard the first, be-
cause the only benefit of negation is to allow counting in binary. BOOLEAN
CONVOLUTION has the same circuit complexity as integer multiplication,
and the last three examples employ matrix multiplication (MM). There is a
close correspondence between the complexity of Boolean circuits measured in
gates and the time complexity of uniform approaches (Wegener[21]). These
two computational tasks were long suspected to have a slight, superlinear
worst-case (not i.o. like above) speedup, given the existence of 13 algo-
rithms for integer multiplication[4] and 18 for MM[17]. Coppersmith and
Winograd[8] in fact proved that there is no best Strassen-style identity–see
the standalone exposition in Filmus[9]. These identities represent an un-
ending sequence of ever more sophisticated cancellation tricks, which require
subtraction or negation gates. Without the cancellation tricks, the school
methods for integer multiplication and MM are optimal.

To try to patch the proof, we therefore need to argue that cancellation
tricks requiring negation gates are powerless against coBHP. For this ques-
tion to make sense for a nonmonotone Boolean function, note that Sengupta
and Venkateswaran[19] generalized the concept of monotone circuit to non-
cancellative circuits, which allows negated inputs, but where no input and
its negation are used to cancel. The question then is: why should the gap
between the noncancellative and cancellative circuit complexity of coBHP be
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minimal or nonexistent? We again appeal to complete ignorance for any M
on some hard instance to conjecture:

Conjecture 4.2 The gap between the noncancellative and cancellative cir-
cuit complexity of coBHP is minimal or nonexistent due to the curse of com-
plete ignorance for any M , which requires a brute for search with no benefit
from cancellation. There is no gap betweeen the monotone and nonmonotone
circuit complexity for CLIQUE, so Alon and Boppana’s result implies that
CLIQUE and therefore all other NP-complete languages require exponential
gates.

Under either conjecture above, languages in NP ⊂ E have exponential
circuits, implying P=BPP, by Impagliazzo and Wigderson[10].

To return to the example above, MM identities seem hard to produce,
implying that minimal circuits for MM are non-uniform. By contrast to
the conjectured speedup for integer multiplication, Afshani et al[1] showed
that the circuits with the best-known lower bound is optimal, if the network
coding conjecture is true. There still remains a slight nonuniformity in these
circuits, as for each n there is a start up cost to setting up the Fast Fourier
Transform.

4.2 One-Way Functions?

The cookbook does not readily apply to one-way functions, but does raise
some interesting questions. It suggests that we should look for speedup in
calculating one-way functions, e.g., that for any integer factorization method,
there should be a better one. However, it not transparent why some unde-
cidable language should imply algorithms can be improved, as above. If the
undecidability of arithmetic somehow implies speedup for factoring, where an
undecidable statement is added as an axiom, it does not do so transparently,
as in the case of coBTHEOREMS.

The large number of algorithms for most candidates for one-way functions
might be seen as evidence of speedup—or simply unsurprisingly intense ef-
forts to determine whether these functions are cryptographically secure.

Starting from the other direction—the provable speedup for MM among
Strassen-style identities suggests the matrix-related operations may be good
candidates for one-way functions, as the literature has explored.
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It is curious that Fourier Transforms are easily invertible in some cases,
while Fourier Transforms as used in integer multiplication and MM algo-
rithms appear to be hard to invert.

5 Proof Theory

Since (*) and the nonexistence of optimal propositional proof systems for
tautologies are equivalent statements, and must therefore effectively share
the same proof, then we should look for a role for noncomputability in ex-
plaining proof speedup for tautologies. The cookbook suggests that if there
no optimal proof system for tautologies, then for any proof system P , there
is an enhanced proof system associated with a non-.c.e. language. We know
one similar fact to (*) from proof theory: for any consistent set of axioms
for arithmetic, there is an undecidable statement, which when added to the
axioms allows the proof of new theorems and shortens the proof of some
existing theorems as show by Gödel.[16][5])

The Peano arithmetic (PA) can be used to prove tautologies, by employ-
ing schemes in the literature to translate theorems into tautologies.[12][7] To
give a rough idea, take any arithmetic statement without existential quan-
tifiers, suppose that each numbers has no more than k-bits, and replace
each number with k Boolean variables. Replace existential quantifiers with
negated universal quantifiers over negated statements. Then, for instance,
the statement x5 +y5 6= z5 can be translated into a family of tautologies with
3k Boolean variables, as the theorem holds for any set of k bits chosen for
each number.

Combining these ideas together, we could take an undecidable statement
related to a propositional proof system P and convert it to a hard sequence of
tautologies for P . This idea is not completely novel, as Kraj́ıček [13] (Lemma
19.1.3) proposes using an unprovable statement to generate hard tautologies
for a particular proof system.5

With this background, it seems unusual that (*) references a non-c.e. set,
and the equivalent statement that there is no optimal propositional proof
system for tautologies does not.

By analogy, we conjecture that the latter statement can be strengthened
as follows, applying the cookbook.

5He earlier suggested augmenting a theory T with a statement “T is consistent”, the
same theory is consistent, which is also undecidable in T (see [12], pp. 304-305).
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Conjecture 5.1 The following two statements are equivalent: (1) there is
no optimal propositional proof system; and (2) any propositional proof system
can be enhanced by adding a sufficiently powerful conservative extension T of
PA (or some other undecidable theory) and improved further by adding any
undecidable statement in T as a new axiom.

Proof system P TAUT

��

// φ as tautologies Hardness:

PA extension T // 〈φ〉

OO

superpolynomial

6 Conclusion

The conjectures above taken as a group all have a similar structure, saying
that a TM M has limited information about some non-c.e. language. This
suggests that a proof technique that could resolve one conjecture, it could
resolve them all. This proof technique would then serve as a skeleton key
that would resolve all of the above conjectures at once. On this basis, we
suggest that high priority be given to determining how and to what extent
TMs’ information about non-c.e. languages is limited, including the conjec-
ture of complete ignorance, to clarify the exact quantitative impact of this
information constraint.
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